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ROUND TRIP LANDING MISSIONS TO THE ASTEROID EROS,
1981 OPPORTUNITY
By Gregory A. Zambo
SUMMARY
The asteroids may provide a key link in understanding the origin of
the solar system and to this end a study of round trip landing missions
to the asteroid Eros in the 1981 opportunity was conducted.
A comprehensive AV study of short staytime (0 to 30 days), short
total trip time (10 to l60 days) round trip landing missions (fast
missions) is presented. In addition, the characteristics of three
selected round trip landing missions are described. These three missions
have the following characteristics.
a. Mission A (fast mission): 120-day total trip time, 0-day stay-
time, 73 000-fps total mission AV
b. Mission B (opposition class): 380-day total trip time, 0-day
staytime, 52 000-fps total mission AV
c. Mission C (conjunction class): 5^ 0-day total trip time, 175-day
staytime, 39 000-fps total mission AV
A study using three different propulsion stages, the large-tank
Agena, the chemical propulsion stage (CPS), and a nuclear stage was con-
ducted to determine which and how many stages could perform each of the
three missions. A payload of 5000 pounds was assumed. The propulsion
requirements for mission A were found to be two large-tank Agenas and
ten CPS's (or alternatively, two large-tank Agenas and five nuclear
stages) while mission B required two large-tank .Agenas and two CPS's.
Mission C, the conjunction class mission, can be performed with one
large-tank Agena and one CPS.
INTRODUCTION
As in reference 1,
As long as the asteroids were regarded as fragments
of a broken-up planet, interest in them was limited.
There are now good reasons to believe that the
asteroidal belt represents an intermediate stage in
the formation of planets. This links the present
conditions in the asteroidal region with the epoch
in which the earth and the other planets were
accreting from interplanetary grains. Hence, in
order to understand how the solar system originated
it may be essential to explore the asteroids.
Round trip landing missions to the asteroid Eros (designated
number U33) in the 1981 opportunity are considered using a 262- by
262-n. mi. altitude orbit at Earth departure and a 200- by 38 529-n. mi.
altitude (l-day period) orbit at Earth return. The "landing" at Eros
is actually a rendezvous with Eros, because of the small gravitational
attraction of the asteroid. In fact, the concept has been discussed of
capturing a small asteroid, bringing it back to Earth, and storing it in
orbit about the Earth for later investigations (ref. l).. The three
missions presented herein (missions A, B, and C) are representative of
direct missions to Eros in the 198l opportunity. Both two-impulse direct
and three-impulse (intermediate heliocentric impulse) direct one-way tra-
jectories were considered in this study.
The author acknowledges Stanley R. Sudol and Gus R. Babb of the






i inclination relative to the ecliptic plane
M mean anomaly
m mass of usable propellant
m burnout mass of stage
s
V^ magnitude of hyperbolic excess velocity vector
AV magnitude of impulsive velocity-change vector
ft longitude of ascending node, heliocentric ecliptic system





DR • depart Eros
I intermediate impulse
PROCEDURE
A computer program that minimizes one-way (Earth to Eros, or Eros
to Earth) three-impulse AV was developed and used in this study. For a
given launch date from the departure planet and flight time to the
arrival planet, the sum of the departure AV, the intermediate impulse AV,
and the arrival AV is minimized as a function of four independent variables:
the position vector (dimensioned three) of the intermediate impulse, and
the time from the departure planet to the intermediate impulse. A gradient
method is used in the minimization process. The two-impulse one-way AV
(Lambert's solution) is also calculated by the program.
This program uses an analytic Earth ephemeris based on reference 2
and a two-body motion ephemeris for Eros (a = 1.^ 581 astronomical unit,
e = 0.2228, i = 10.828°, n = 30^ .012°, u = 1T8.08U0, and M = 238.913° on
January 6, 19^ 1). A 262- by 262-n. mi. altitude orbit at Earth departure
and a 200- by 38 529-n. mi. altitude capture orbit at Earth return were
used in this study. The AV on arrival at Eros was assumed to be equal to
the V upon arrival at Eros and the AV on departure from Eros was
assumed to be equal to the V^ upon departure from Eros. A massless
planet model (V^ vector defined as the heliocentric-transfer-conic
velocity vector minus the velocity vector of the planet) was assumed
throughout.. Impulsive (ideal) AV's and collinear burns at Earth departure,
Eros arrival, Eros departure, and Earth arrival were also assumed throughout.
Only one-way.trajectories with transfer angles of less than 360° were con-
sidered.
The propulsion stages used herein were defined as follows:
a. Large-tank Agena: m = 1985 pounds; m = 35 000 pounds;
S X
I = 292.5 seconds
sp .
b. CPS: m = 60 000 pounds; m = 5^0 000 pounds; I = k60 seconds
s , x sp
c. Nuclear stage: m = 88 000 pounds; m = 300 000 pounds;
S , • I
I = 784 seconds
sp
RESULTS
Table I presents Earth to Eros one-way minimum two-impulse and
three-impulse AV requirements. In generating this table, only arrival
Julian dates at Eros of 2 4U4 960 through 2 HI* 5 020, in increments of
5 days, and Earth to Eros flight times of 5 days through 100 days, in
increments of 5 days, were considered.
Table II presents Eros to Earth one-way minimum two-impulse and
three-impulse AV requirements. In generating this table, only departure
from Eros Julian dates of 2 khk 980 through 2 hk5 QUO, in increments of
5 days, and Eros to Earth flight times of 5 days through 100 days, in
increments of 5 days, were considered. In tables I and II, only one-way
legs with a minimum three-impulse AV of less than 900 000 fps are presented.
Table III presents the launch dates, the flight times, and the two-
impulse and three-impulse minimum total mission AV's for round trip
missions. On each subtable of table III, the staytime at Eros is held
fixed and the total trip time is varied. Each mission of table III was
generated by choosing from all possible combinations of one-way trajec-
tories from tables I and II, the round trip mission having, for the given
minimum staytime and the given total trip time, the minimum total mission
AV. Staytimes of 0 through 30 days, in increments of 5 days, and total
trip times of 10 through 160 days, in increments of 5 days, are presented
in table III.
Figure 1 graphically presents the table III results. Minimum total
mission AV is plotted against total trip time, with the contour lines
being lines of fixed minimum staytime at Eros. No difference between
two-impulse and three-impulse total mission AV was found, therefore
figure 1 represents identically both two-impulse and three-impulse round
trip missions.
Three missions representative of the 1981 opportunity were selected
and their characteristics are presented in figures 2, 3, and k. Mission A,
a "fast mission" to Eros, is represented in figure 2. This mission has a
0-day staytime at Eros and is seen to be the 120-day total trip time
mission of table Ill(a). Mission B, an "opposition class" mission to
Eros, is characterized in figure 3 while mission C, a "conjunction
class" mission to Eros,, is shown in figure h.
Table IV presents the vehicle configurations capable of performing
each of three aforementioned missions. A gross cost comparison is
also presented.
CONCLUSIONS
The "fast mission" to Eros (120-day total trip time) required
73 000-fps total mission AV and is too costly to be considered seriously.
The "opposition class" mission (380-day total trip time) requires
52 000-fps total mission AV and can be performed with two large-tank
Agenas and two CPS's. The "conjunction class" mission (5^ 0-day total
trip time) requires 39 000-fps total mission AV and, although l60 days
longer in total trip time than the "opposition class" mission, it requires
only one large-tank Agena and one GPS. Furthermore, it has a staytime
at Eros of 175 days as compared to the 0-day staytime of the "opposition
class" mission.
For an unmanned (5000-lb payload) mission to Eros in the 198l
opportunity, a cost consideration dictates the "conjunction class" mission
as the obvious choice.
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TABLEIU.- 1981-82 EROS ROUND TRIP MISSIONS: LAUNCH DATES AND FLIGHT TIMES
(a) Staytitne at Eros £ 0 days
TTT= Total trip time, days
DV2 = Total mission AV, two-impulse
DV3 = Total mission AV, three-impulse
JDDE = Julian date of Earth departure - 2 440 000
Tl = Earth to Eros flight time, days
S = Staytime at Eros, days
T2 = Eros to Earth flight time, days
JDDR = Julian date of Eros departure - 2 440 000
T H R E E - I M P U L S E
TT.T . DY2.. 0V..1. — Li..
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TABLE HI.- 1981-82 EROS ROUND TRIP MISSIONS: LAUNCH DATES AND FLIGHT TIMES - Continued


































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE EL- 1981-82 EROS ROUND TRIP MISSIONS: LAUNCH DATES AND FLIGHT TIMES - Continued
Cc) Staytime at Eros £10 days
-IHKEE..-11FULSE
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TABLEIU.- 1981-82 EROS ROUND TRIP MISSIONS: LAUNCH DATES AND FLIGHT TIMES - Continued
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TABLE IH.- 1981-82 EROS ROUND TRIP MISSIONS: LAUNCH DATES AND FLIGHT TIMES - Continued
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TABLEEL- 1981-82 EROS ROUND TRIP MISSIONS:.LAUNCH DATES AND FLIGHT TIMES - Continued



































































































































































































































































































































TABLEBI.- 1981-82 EROS ROUND TRIP MISSIONS: LAUNCH DATES AND FLIGHT TIMES - Concluded
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262- by 262-n. mi. altitudet
at Earth departure
200- by 38 529-n. mi.




Figure 1.- Total mission AV versus total trip time for "fast" round trip landing missions















180° 170° 160° 150°
120 day total trip time
0 day staytime at Eros
Total AV = 73 161 fps
262- by 262-n. mi. altitude at Earth departure













330° 340° 350° 0 10'
Figure 2.- Characteristics and heliocentric sketch of mission A (fast mission).
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380 day total trip time
0 day staytime at Eros
Total AV = 52 069 fps
--- Spacecraft trajectory
tffttttH2b2- by 262-n. mi. altitude at Earth departure
200- by 38 529-n. mi. altitude at Earth return




330° 340° , 350° 0 10° 20° 30°
Figure 3.- Characteristics and heliocentric sketch of mission B (opposition class mission).












545 day tots' trip time
175 day staytime at Eros
Total AV = 39 395 fps
Spacecraft trajectory
-
262- by 262-n. mi. altitude at Earth departure
- by 38 529-n. mi. altitude at Earth return
"J w .1'. . . _ . . , „ , .^ v ^. v* ^ \ X V\X \












330° 340°, 350° 0 10° 20° .30°
Figure 4.- Characteristics and heliocentric sketch of mission C (conjunction class mission).
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